Printer upgrade work  percy
Copy files code reorg  vlad, michecole
UI: XMSMGR message cleanup  daviddi
Network detection work  craige
Partial install dlg work  paulke, andyhi
DSUTEXT rework  marcw
VER.DLL error msgs  michecole
LZExpand DOS5 compatible  daviddi
detect, exit incomp. setup  marcw
usability test changes  paulke, andyhi
codepage in maint mode  daviddi, andyhi
message during copy files  marcw, andyhi
swapfile rework  craige
machine config. tuning  paulke
lim compatibility work  michecole
dlg for setup from windows  marcw

USER work:

SendMessage revalidation  mikesch
Log error conditions  sankar
gp fault cleanup  neilk
layer size, speed opts  neilk
Fix edit ctrl msgs  sankar
change api's - hinst/hMod  jeffbog
Local memory validation  jont

GDI/T2 work

VDMX support  gunterz, jeanp
Font file preload  amitec
Cleanup font cache code  gunterz
Finish remove gbl lock  kensy, davidw, amitec
Complete Fontmapper work  davidw

Other Critical Work

Bambi in build 50  philba

p.s. By now, everyone should have seen rickem's mail regarding PUCUS. We'll need to spend some time today fixing our source tree after Friday's crash.
It’s pretty clear we need to make sure Windows 3.1 only runs on top of MS DOS or an OEM version of it. However, we should surely crash at some point shortly later.

Now to the point of this mail. How shall we proceed on the issue of making sure Win 3.1 requires MS DOS. We need to have some pretty fancy internal checks to make sure we are on the right one. Maybe there are several very sophisticated checks so the competitors get put on a treadmill. Aaron had some pretty wild ideas after 3 or so beers, earle has some too. We need to make sure this doesn’t distract the team for a couple of reasons 1) the pure distraction factor 2) the less people know about exactly what gets done, the better.

Please advise.

******************************************************************************
From paulma Mon Sep 30 08:29:45 1991
To: carrie
Subject: Harel Kodesh
Cc: andyp bradsi daveth karen h nathanm
Date: Mon Sep 30 08:29:22 1991

This is a good guy whom I know who works at Motorola Mobile Data in Bothell. He is a D12/D13 developer/development manager - smart and lots of energy.

He is tired of "six sigma" bureaucracy at Motorola, and fact that Moto as a company is strapped for cash to invest in its products - so he is looking at offers from Slate and Rational in the Bay Area. He wants however to stay in this area.

He could fill a number of different slots:  
- we should get someone from the NT and DOS/Win groups to interview him  
- we should offer to let someone from Langs interview him (he has worked on compilers and tools before)  
- we should let nathanm look at him for FAX project (he knows some of this stuff from Moto Mobile Data work).

He is going to call Kayb, can you work let Kayb know whom you would like to work with him? thx.

******************************************************************************
From philha Mon Sep 30 08:32:38 1991
To: bradsi jocm
Subject: Re: pucus bites the dust
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